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Abstract 

The effects of freestream density ratio on the 
mixing and combustion in a high Reynolds number, 
subsonic, gas-phase, non-buoyant, two-dimensional 
turbulent mixing layer, have been investigated. 
Measurements of temperature rise (heat release) 
have been made which enable us to examine the 
effect of f reestream density ratio on several 
aspects of the mixed fluid state within the 
:urbulent co~bustion region. In experiments with 
very high and very low stoichiometric mixture 
ratios ("flip" experiments), the heat release from 
an exothermic reaction serves as a quantitative 
label for the lean reactant freestream fluid that 
becomes molecularly mixed. Properly normalized, 
the sum of the mean temperature rise profiles of 
the two flip experiments represent the probability 
of fluid molecularly mixed at any composition. The 
mole fraction distribution and number density 
profile of the .mixed fluid can also be inferred 
from such measurements. Although the density ratio 
in these experiments was varied by a factor of 
thirty, profiles of these quantities show little 
variation, with integrals varying by less than 10%. 
This insensitivity differs from that of the 
composition of molecularly mixed fluid, which is 
very sensitive to the density ratio. While the 
profiles of composition exhibit some similarity of 
shape, the average composition of mixed fluid in 
the layer varies from nearly 1:2 to over 2:l as the 
density ratio is increased. A comparison of data 
and available theory for this offset or average 
composition is discussed. 

Introduction 

The two-dimensional turbulent shear layer has 
been the subject of investigation for many years, 
particularly the gas phase layer with uniform 
f reestream densities. This flow represents one of 
the simplest in which turbulent mixing occurs 
between two separate streams. Relatively simple 
boundary conditions and strong similarity 
properties combine to make this one of the more 
attractive flows to experimentalists, theorists and 
modelers. 

Although it has been the subject of study in 
the past, there are several reasons why the present 
work focuses on the effects of freestream density 
ratio on the shear layer. As noted by Brown h 
Roshko (1974), this knowledge is a necessary 
precursor to the study of compressibility effects. 
The renewed interest in supersonic mixing and 
combustion, combined with the experimental 
difficulties of producing density matched 
supersonic shear flows has given a new impetus to 
the search for an understanding of the effects of 
the density ratio in these flows. However, this is 
not to imply that the only interest rests in the 
connection to compressible flows. In many 
important engineering applications the shear layer 
geometry is used to mix reactants or to ignite 
premixed streams which release large amounts of 
heat. Optimization of combustion systems used in 
propulsion and energy "production" roles requires 
knowledge of the physical mechanisms involved. 
Again, a study of turbulent combustion with large 
heat release and therefore large density 
differences, is aided by an understanding of 
density ratio effects. 

Several investigations in the past have dealt 
directly with this issue. Brown 6 Roshko (1971, 
1974) performed a series of experiments in subsonic 
non-homogeneous layers and concluded, contrary to 
proposals entertained at the the,  that the large 
reductions in spreading rate found in compressible 
layers could not be attributed to density ratio 
effects. Based on directly measured concentration 
fields in shear layers at two freestream density 
ratios, Konrad (1976) concluded that the 
composition of the mixed fluid was strongly 
affected by the density ratio o f  the freestreams 
but that for each case it did not vary within the 
mixing region as expected based on conventional 
gradient transport modeling. Wallace (1981) 
investigated the product formed due to mixing and 
reaction for both density ratios studied by Konrad. 
By measuring the temperature rise for several 
values of the freestream reactant concentration, he 
found the mean composition of the mixed fluid to be 
in good agreement with Konrad for the uniform 
density case, but was unable to use the technique 
for the non-uniform density case. 
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Although it did not deal specifically with 
con-homogeneous flows, there is another study which 
helped lay the ground work for the present 
investigat~on. Koochesfahani 6 Dimotakis (1986) 
measured the amount of reaction product in a liquid 
shear layer at flow conditions comparable to the 
uniform density case of Konrad. They concluded 
that the amount of mixed fluid was much less than 
chat found in gas phase shear layers and argued 
that this difference indicated the importance of 
the Sch~idt nu.wer as a parameter. This dependence 
countered fundamental assumptions in classical 
analyses of 2igh Reynolds number flow, where the 
molecular transport coefficients are several orders 
of magnitude smaller than the effective turbulent 
transport coefficients. 

Of particular interest to this work, they also 
demonstrated how several quantities could be 
determined from reacting flow measurements as if 
directly measured with the requisite resolution. 
This is one of the motivations for the present 
work. Breidenthal (1981) noted that in all 
techniques whlch attempt to directly measure the 
composition field, any failure to resolve fully all 
the features of the flow field leads to an 
over-estimate for the amount of mixed fluid. As 
demonstrated by Koochesfahani 6 Dimotakis, by using 
:he molecular nature of chemical reactions and 
measuring only the mean value of the product 
concentration, an estimate can be derived which is 
consarvacive. 

In 1982 a new facility was completed which 
pemits the investigation of reacting, gas-phase 
shear flows. This study follows in the wake of the 
low heat release study (Mungal 6 Dimotakis 1984), 
:he study of heat release effects (Hermanson 1985, 
Hermanson et d l .  1987). the study of Reynolds 
nurnber effects (Mungal ec dl. 1985) and the 
investigation of Damkohler number effects (Mungal 6 
Frieler 1988). Using the same facility, the 
present study has extended the range of topics to 
icclude the effects of freestream density ratio. 

Figure 1. Turbulent Shear Layer Geometry 

experiments to be carried out for the range of 
freestream denslty ratios 118 < p2/p1 < 8, w ~ t h  the 
heat capacity of the mixtures carefully rratched. 
Unfortunately, results for p2/p1>4, which could be 
directly compared to the p2/p1-7 case of Konrad, 
are not included. We suspect that a new mode of 
instability, details of which were discussed in 
Koochesfahani 6 Frieler (19871, becomes important 
for large values of the density ratio. Although 
results for pz/p1=4 show only a hint of the 
effects, results for higher density ratios were 
sufficiently different that comparison with 
"normal" shear layers would be outside the scope of 
present work. The data presented here cover the 
range of density ratios 0.136 < p2/p1 < 4 ,  which 
corresponds to a factor of 30 for that parameter. 

Composition I \ )  

Experiments 

The facility conslsts of a blowdown tunnel 
described in detail in Mungal C Dimotakis (1984) 
and Hermanson (1985). Gases are loaded by a 
partla1 pressure technique into high pressure 
reactant tanks. Driven by a large (nearly) 
constant pressure source, these gases flow during a 
rsn through sonic metering valves and into the 
apparatus test sectzon. In the present 
experiments, the high-speed flow issues from a 6:l 
contraction through a 5 x 20 cm2 exit at a velocity 
of G l =  22m/s. The low-speed flow emerges from a 
7 . 5  x 20 cm2 exit after a 4 : 1 contraction at a 
veloc~ty of UZ =8.5m/s. These streams enter the 
test sectlon as shown in Fig. 1. 

Experiments involving chemical reaction 
between mixtures of hydrogen and inert gases in the 
high-speed stream and fluorine and inert gases in 
the low-speed stream have been performed. Table 1 
contains the detailed composition of each stream 
for all experiments for which results are presented 
here. The apparatus allows the use of precise 
mixrures of gases which have significant density 
differences, keeping most other relevant quantities 
constant. The choices of diluent gases allowed Table 1. Composition details for each experiment. 



aased on an estimation technique described in 
nungal 6 Fr~eler (1988) and refined in Dimotakis 6 
Hall (19B7) ,  kinetic rates for these experiments 
were established to be more than a factor of two 
higher than the rates at which product formation 
may be assumed to be mixing-limited. The HF 
chemical system may be reaaraed as a fast and 
hypergolic reaction system, even at low 
concent:ations of reactants and at extreme 
stoichionetrlc ratios. This allowed experiments to 
be perfozzed with the heat release maintained below 
the threshold suggested by Wallace (1981) and 
confirzed by Hermanson (1985) and Hermanson et 
a l .  (19?7), 3eyond which density changes resulting 
from heat release begin to affect the fluid 
nechanics of the turbulent shear layer. At the 
downstream location where our measurements were 
made ( x = 4 6 c m )  the Reynolds number for these 
experiments, based on properties of the nitrogen 
diluenr and the velocity difference between the two 
freestreams, was Re - AU 6 / v =  6 . 7 ~ 1 0 ~  . Here the 
length 6 is the reference length scale used 
throughout the present work and is defined as the 
iistance between the 1% points of the mixed fluid 
probability profiles, pm(y) in Fig. 4. This width 
has Seen found to correspond closely to the visual 
r.l.ickness cf the mixing region. Measurements of 
tezperature rise were made using a rake of eight 
resistance wire I 2.5 )un ) thermometers, as 
aescritecl in nungal 6 Dimotakis (1984). Run times 
were 6 seconds with 1.5 second start-up and 4 
seconds of data acquisition. Probes were sampled 
at an aggregate rate of 240 kHz for a total of - lo6 
data DOintS for each run. 

In the limit of low heat release, temperature 
rise measures the number density of product 
nolecules. As a result of the finite heat release 
in ttese experiments, however, the number density 
of r.ole=ules is not constant. Because of the 
careful :atchirig of specific heats, we can still 
reiate the measurements to the amount of product 
fom,ed is the present experiments. In particular, 

where AT, np and n are respectively the temperature 
rise abave arbient, the number density of product 
molecules and the total number density. Assuming 
isobaric conditions, the quantities np and n can be 
inferred separarely from the temperature rise and 
the perfect gas law, i.e. 

" 
"P AT n To 
- a -  , and :- = - , 
n, TO+** n, To+AT 

where Tg is the ambient temperature (-300K) and 
7- is the number denslty of molecules in the 
freestreams at TO. Fortunately, as argued by 
M~ngai 6 Dinotakis (19841, the probes used in these 
experlrnents produce very accurate measurements of 
the mean temperatures. Therefore the mean of the 
ratlo n,/n can be reliably determined, although 
averaqe3-cf np and n separately will suffer to some 
degree from inadequate probe resolution. 

A sample of the results of a single experiment 
is shown in Fig. 2. Measured mean temperatures at 
each of the eight probe locations are indicated by 
the c~rcles (ATave). Fitted profiles are also 
shown for the mean temperature, mean number density 
of product ( np/&) and mean number density 
( n/n,) . 

These curves are of the form 

where = y /  (x-x,) . 
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Figure 2. Data for the case p 2 / p 1 = . 2 5 .  c2/clS 8. 

Analysis 

The major concepts involved in the analys~s of 
the data were derived for the laser i:=uced 
fluorescence (LIF) technique in liquids by 
Koochesfahani 6 Dimotakis (1986). Scne differences 
exist, however, which will be described here. 

Starting with two distinguishable fluids, we 
will label the pure fluid from the low speed side 
as 6-0, and pure fluid from the high speed side as 
5=1. We define 5, as the (conserved scalar) 
composition, with intermediate values. 0 < j < 1, 
corresponding to the fraction of high speed fluid 
in the mixture. If we were able to make 
measurements with perfect resolution in both tine 
and space, a properly normalized histogram of 
composition sampled at discrete times would 
approximate the probability density function (PDF) 
of composition. P (6) . Although laboratory 
measurements of sufficient resolution can not 
currently be made in high Reynolds number flows, 
for the present discussion it is only necessary to 
accept the existence of the PDF. A conceptual 
model of the PDF of composltion appears in Flg. 3. 

Next we apply the change of variables from 
composition to temperature shown in Fig. 4. This 
temperature dependence, AT(c), represents the 
temperature rise above ambient which results from a 
fast, irreversible exothermic reaction occuring 
between two fluids containing reactants mixed at a 
composition 5 leg. Bilger 1980). For the chemical 
system used here, the stoichiometric mixture ratio 
is equal to the ratio of the freestream reactant 
concentrations. $ = c21cl. 



1f we then relate +he mean temperature. at a 
specrfiz value of 0, to P we obtarn 

I The second form results from a change of variables 1 from AT back to 5. 

I There are two interesting limits imeciiateiy 
apparent from thls expression. These are rhe 

: "flip" experiments described in Koochesfahani, 
I Dimotakis 6 Sroadwell (1985). If we let the 

1 Q stolchlometric composition kO+ 1, then the second 
integral vanishes and we are left with 

Figure 3. Ccnceptual Model for the PDF of 
Conposition 

Figure 4 .  Transform between Composition and 
Temperature Rise 

The value 

is the stoichiometric composition and the 
temperature rise at this composition is the 
adiabatic flame temperature rise (ATf ) .  The PDF 
of temperature rise, PT (AT), is given by 

Here is the mean composition and also represents 
the mean high speed fluid mixture fraction. If we 
let j6-+ 0, the first integral vanishes and we are 
left wrth 

Here the roles of 63.0 and 5 - 1  have been reversed 
(ie. Q--t1/8 ) and therefore 5 -4 1 - 6 , uhlch 
represents the low speed fluid mixture fraction. 

It is necessary to consider an aspect of the 
data which affects this analysis. Previous 
experimental work (Konrad 1976, Koochesfahani h 

Dimotakis 1984) demonstrated that there is a finite 
probability of observing pure fluid from each of 
the freestreams in the interior of the layer. 
Consequently, we must admit integranle 
singularities (delta functions) in P(j) at the 
values 6 - 0  and 5 - 1 .  The process of taking the 
limit in each case above relied on the integrand 
beinq finite at these points, though delta 
functions at any other value of 5 would not pose a 
problem. Note that measurements of temperacure 
cannot distinguish between pure high-speed or pure 
low-speed fluid since AT (0) =AT (1) = 0 . Because 
the transform introduces an ambiguity at polnts 
where the PDF is singular, the connection between 
mean temperature and mean composition cannot be 
made. However. since this ambiguity arises from 
the probability of seeing pure fluid from the lean 
reactant freestream, it can be avoided if we 
restrlct our attention to the molecularly mlxed 
fluid (compositions 5 # 0, 1 1 .  

1 AT AT We have examined how the mean temperature rise 
.(AT1 = - {to PICQ - ] + (1-6.) P[l-(l-tOI - I } .  is related to the mean composition. Another 

ATf ATf ATf useful, though perhaps less precise, interpretation 
is that in these limits AT/ATf measures the 

tJonnalization of PT is guaranteed by this amount of fluld originating in the lean reactant 
transform, if P is properly normalized. freestream. 



Building on this idea, we can define two reduced 1 2  

temperature profiles as 

and 

An arbitrary small number, E ,  has been introduced 
in the limits of integration solely to indicate 
that contributions from the pure fluid originating 
from either stream have been excluded. Note the 
dependence on the spatial coordinate, y, which 
appears in these expressions. This dependence was 
left implicit to the present but will be explicitly 
included for the remainder of this discussion. 

The limits discussed above may now be 
reexam~ned. As j0 approaches 1, the equality in 
the fi:st expression is realized and 81 becomes 
equal to the amount of high speed fluid which is 
molecularly mixed. Similarly, in the limit of 
j6+0, 02 measures the amount of low speed fluid 
wnich is molecularly mixed. As shown in Fig. 4, 
the normalization has been chosen such that for any 
other stoichiometric composition, el ( y )  and e2 (y) 
provide conservative estimates for the profile of 
nixed fluid which originated from the respective 
f reestream. 

We can now estimate the probability of mixed 
fluid at any composition. pm(y). In particular, if 
we add the reduced temperatures we obtain 

E 
where this is again a conservative estimate for 
this quantity. This particular result was 
introduced in a previous discussion (Dimotakis 
1987) in a somewhat more direct fashion. There, 
the -mixed fluid function, em((), was defined to be 
the normalized sum of the temperature rises for the 
" 5  lip" experiments, i.e. 

This transform provides an estimate for the amount 
of mixed fluid through the relation 

As shown in Fig. 5,  this estimate will be quite 
qood for small values of 5,. Note that the figure 
corresponds to the stoichiometry 5 ,  = \Q at which 
these experiments were performed. These two 
approaches are clearly equivalent. 

Figure 5. nixed Fluid Function for 5,-1/9 
(02=1/8). 

Having an estimate for the amount of nixed 
fluid oriqinatinq from each stream separately, we 
can also estimate the average composition p=cfile 
of the mixed fluid, i.e. 

. l - E  

Note that this expression differs from that for the 
mixed fluid probability in one important respect. 
Here the quantity Sm(y) is expressed as the 
quotient of two approximations and cannot a pr lo r i  
be said to represent a bound of the actual value. 

Results 

Fig. 6 shows the result of adding the reduced 
temperatures from the flip experiments for six 
density ratios. Shown is the mixed fluid 
probability, pm(y), versus position within the 
mixing region normalized by the width 6. Also 
shown in the column at far right is the integral of 
each profile in these coordinates, P,. This 
quantity represents the integral probability of 
mixed fluid and can also be thought of as the mean 
volume (or mean mole) fraction occupied by mlxed 
fluid within the boundaries of the layer. 

Konrad used the probability Of mixed fluid as 
a measure of the intermittency. In agreement with 
his measurements, we find that for all denslcy 
ratios the probability of finding unmixed fluid in 
the center of the layer is low. This is contrary 
to the liquid shear layer result (Koochesfahani b 

Dimotakis 1984) where this probability was found to 
be as high as 0.45 . When normalized in the same 
manner, our measurements of the mixed fluid 
probability distribution are in good agreement with 
Konrad's intennittency profiles. This includes the 
uniform density case in each study and a comparison 
of the present p2/p1- 4 case with Konrad's 
p2/pI-7 case. 



figure 6. Mixed Fluid Probability Distributions. 

The snall systematic differences displayed by 
ctese distributions are rnteresting. They could be 
a r;.anrfestacion of the weak effects of finite heat 
reiease in these experzments. Note that :he 
aenslty decrease owing to heat release is different 
for each experrment of the 'flip'. This could 
rearrange the distrrbution of the mixed fluid 
probability slightly for each case and theremy 
cause the sum of the reduced temperatures to be 
skewed toward one side. Since this heat release 
effect is partitioned within each of the flip pairs 
in a fashion which depenas on the density ratio, 
this could result in the observed systematic trend. 
It is important to note that although this would 
zeflect on the accuracy of the local distributions, 
i: would not affect their integral values, e.g. 
I,. Whether this trend in the profiles is a 
result of density ratio or the effect of the slight 
heat release will have to be determined by 
subsequen: experiments. 

bell shapea proflles shown in Fig. 7. Ytese 
distrsbutions represent the mean number density of 
mrxed fluld, n,(yJ, w~t.k.in the snear layer. :late 
the simrlarrty of these oistrloutrons aesplte a 
varratson in the cezslty ratro of a faczor of 
thrrty. Their inteqrals t 6,) shown in the far 
right colum, represent the tctal amount cf Eixed 
fluid expressed as a thickness. The lack of 
variatzon wrth denslty ratio shown by this quantity 
is particularly noteworthy, wlth the mrxed fluid 
fractron, 6,/6. chanqrng by iess than 68. Also 
shown An Fig. 7 are the profiles of mean r.uzber 
denslty for each case. The rnteqrals of nolecular 
number density, 6*, can be used to estzmate the 
dilatatlon resultizq from heat release. In each 
case, 1-6'16 is below 0.1, izdzcatrng :?at :he 
averaqe nunber aensrty in the layer has been 
reduced by less than 10%. Using the same 
approxrmations, the mean nwber density of =rxea 
fluid can be divided by the mean nurser densrty to 
estimate the profiles of mixed fluid mole fracticn. 
These profiles are shown in Fig. 9. In tbe far 
right co+umn is the integral mole fraction of x x e d  
fluid ( 6,) determined using this approach. 

P 81b 
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Figure 8. Mixed Fluid Mole Fraction Profiles. 

Using the approximations detailed in the 
analysis section, the mean comp~sition profiles of 

The mean nurrber density of product and mean the mixed fluid, {,(y), were also estimated. Shown 
nolecular number density were also determined for in Fig. 10 are the composition profiles for each of 
each experiment. The results of adding the number the density ratios investigated. With the 
dezsity of prcduct for the flip experiments are the exception of an offset or averaqe composition which 
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the approximations used to produce Figs. 7 and 8. 

I I 8' - I "'Y' dY Remember that, in the limit of zero heat release, 

5 0 5 "- Figs. 6, 7 and 8 would be identical.- All four of 

r l b  
the integral quantities, P,, 6,, 6, and 6' are 
plotted in Fig. 9 versus the freestream density 

figure 7 .  Mixed Fluid Number Density and Total ratio. Note the insensitivity of these quantities 
Numoer Density Profiles. to the factor of thirty change in density ratio. 



the evolution of a "typical" vortex as viewed in 
its rest frame, Dimotakis envisions Ev as berng the 
volume flux ratao of fluid enterzng the large scale 
structure from the freestreams. This ratio is 
related to both the flux ratro and the c?mposition 
ratio, and as such, cannot be related rigorously to 
a function of the field quantlties. However, since 
some models (e.g. Broaduell Breidental 1982, 
Dinocakis 1987) treat the mixrng process as being 
independent of the transverse coordinate and it is 
precisely in this case that the distinction between 
:lux and composation ratios vanash, a comparison is 
in order. If we proceed under this assumption and 
further assume that the fluids mix at the ratio 
:hey are entraaned. we arrive at a predactian for 
the averaqe mrxed fluid composition, for the 

5 I 5 1 0  
LOO,~I O ~ P ,  I present velocity ratro. of 

Figure 9. Normalized Mixing Layer Thicknesses for 
each Density Ratio. 

Figure 10. Mixed Fluid Composition Profiles. 

is dependent upon density ratio, the similarity 
between ~0mP0SitiOn curves is noteworthy. As noted 
by Konrad, =he mean Composition of the mixed fluid 
does not extend to the two limits, 5 - 0 .  1. 
Nevertheless, the variation is not small, with 
important implications for models which approximate 
the mixing in the gas phase layer as independent of 
the transverse coordinate. No strong conclusions 
should be drawn. however, owing to the 
approximations used to arrive at theae profiles and 
the possibility that some details of these 
distributions might be the result of the small heat 
release. 

Dimotakis (1986) has proposed a theory for the 
entrainment into the mixing layer based on 
consrderacion of the large structure dynamics. For 
a velocity ratio r-U2/U1 and a density ratio 
s p 2  he proposed an estimate of the 
entrarnment ratio into the mixing layer given by 

In his conceptual model of mixing and entrainment, 

Shown in the far right column of Fig. 10 are :he 
averaqe mixed fluid composition for each densrty 
ratio. A comparison between our i~ferred 
experimental values and the theoretical estamate 
for the average composition versus density ratio, 
is shown in Fig. 11. It is important to note that, 
analogous to the integrals of mixed fluid 
probability, these values are not affected by the 
heat release as are the distributions. However, 
the small systematic variation between data and 
theory could stem from several sources. Most 
obviously, one could question the basic premise 
which led to the comparison. that the distinc:ion 
between flux and composition ratios is negligible. 
Secondly, there is some evidence based on flow 
visualization that the fluids may not mix at the 
same ratio as they exist within the mean boundary 
of the turbulent region. Still Schlieren 
photographs indicate that regions within the mlxlng 
layer of unmixed fluid increase in size on t5e 
light fluid side as density differences ancrease. 
Finally, the determination of mixing by chemzcal 
reaction implicitly assumes that diffusivrtaes of 
all the specaes involved are equal. Thzs 1s 
clearly not the case when H2 is one of the 
reactants. The extent to which these 
considerations may affect the inferences drawn frsn 
these measurements is being investigated. 

Conclusions 

Based on the similarity of the profiles in 
Figs. 6. 7 and 8 we conclude that the distribution 
of mixed fluid within the two-dimensional shear 
layer is relatively insensitive to freestream 
density differences. This is reinforced by the 
invariance of the integral amounts (Fig. 9 )  uhach 
differ by only 10% for all density ratios 
investigated. This is not the case for the 
composition of mixed fluid. which is quite 
sensitive to the density ratio. The average 
composition of mixed fluid in the layer varies from 
nearly 1:2 to over 2:1 as density ratio increases. 
Small differences notwithstanding, the agreement 
between theory based on the large structure 
dynamics and experimental results is compelling 
evidence for the cenzzal role of the large 
structures in the mixing process. 



Figure 11. Averaqe Mixed Fluid Composltion versus 
Denslty Ratio. 

Our results indicate that simple models can 
represent several aspects of mixing in a turbulent 
non-homogeneous shear layer. When normalized by 
the local width of the mixing region, the 
distribution of mixed fluid could be modeled as a 
function of the position in the layer only. Also 
the composition of the mixed fluid could be 
represented by an average composition which is 
qualitatively predicted by theory, multiplied by a 
function of position only. 
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